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Abstract— Recent advances in traffic signal control have witnessed the success of reinforcement learning. However, most
of these approaches have focused on vehicle traffic and lack
consideration for pedestrians. This can be attributed in part to
the fact that the existing underlying technologies are not yet practical to deploy in real-world environments. Vision technologies,
for example, can easily be obscured from view in reality. The
direction of movement and position of pedestrians is difficult
to estimate accurately. The emergence of 6G localization and
tracking services offer new opportunities. With this base service,
we intend to improve the efficiency, safety, and scalability of
multi-intersection traffic signal control with mixed traffic flows.
This problem is challenging for its coordination, scalability, and
access of new traffic. To solve these challenges, we propose
PV-TSC, a distributed reinforcement learning motivated traffic
signal control with pedestrian access. We analyze different behaviors of pedestrian traffic, and integrate pedestrian traffic with the
proven traffic signal control scheme for vehicle traffic. Finally,
we conduct simulation experiments to illustrate the superiority
of PV-TSC against classic methods, and further analyze the
effectiveness of PV-TSC design by exploring its variants.
Index Terms— Traffic signal control, reinforcement learning,
pedestrian traffic.

I. I NTRODUCTION

N

OWADAYS, traffic congestion is one of the biggest
urban governance concerns, which seriously affects people’s travel efficiency, causes more traffic accidents, and contributes to more environmental pollution. According to Forbes
News [1], the total cost of traffic congestion is estimated as
high as 74.1$ billion annually with 66.1$ billion occurring
in urban areas. From this point of view, it is necessary to
improve travel efficiency. Meanwhile, when other indicators
such as pollution and accidents are taken into account, traffic congestion can cost cities billions of dollars each year.
INRIX [2] reported that drivers lost more than 88$ billion
due to rear-end collisions in 2019 with the average cost for
each of them coming to 1, 377$. Furthermore, not only is
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vehicle safety important but also pedestrian road safety should
not be ignored. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) [3] estimated that 137,000 pedestrians were treated in
emergency departments for nonfatal crash-related injuries in
Feb. 2017 per trip. Pedestrians are 1.5 times more likely than
vehicle passengers to be killed in a car crash.
All of these issues regarding efficiency and safety can
be optimized by controlling traffic signals. Signal timing
optimization has been proved to be an NP-complete problem,
while the traffic signal control scenarios require real-time and
scalability. In recent years, many studies have applied reinforcement learning (RL) to the field of traffic signal control.
Due to the development of technologies, more information can
be obtained from the environment, and the computing power of
the devices is more powerful, paving the ground for adopting
reinforcement learning in the field of traffic signal control. The
performance of traditional traffic signal control schemes relies
heavily on the parameter settings, and cannot dynamically
adapt to changes in traffic flows. In contrast, reinforcement
learning can learn from the data and dynamically adjust the
control strategy based on real-time traffic changes. Either in
the single intersection or in the multi-intersection scenarios,
the reinforcement learning method has achieved a prominent
performance and has been tested in large-scale real-world
scenarios [4].
Most of the traffic control algorithms combined with reinforcement learning focus only on the vehicle traffic flow, and
ignore the pedestrian traffic flow, which is also an important
component of intersection traffic. A few studies [5] that considered pedestrian flow failed to analyze in depth the impact
that pedestrians bring to intersections. Thus, there is still room
for improvement for reinforcement learning motivated traffic
signal control with pedestrian access. The reason for the lack
of research in this field is the special nature of sidewalks. The
traffic lane is one-way, and the direction of car movement
can be determined by judging the lane where the vehicle
is located, but the sidewalk is two-way, and in reality, it is
difficult to determine the direction of pedestrian movement.
Current related works rely on computer vision techniques [6]
to estimate pedestrian movement direction. However, the
performance of computer vision technology is still impaired
by visual obstacles and insufficient computational resources.
The reasons above make traffic signal control with pedestrian
access difficult to deploy and use in practice.
The recent development of 6G and MIMO (Multi-input
Multi-output) [7], [8] offers new opportunities for traffic
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signal control, and the stability of these wireless technologies for location tracking is better than vision technologies inherently. In addition, hundreds of meters of
localization range, decimeter-level localization accuracy, and
high-accuracy movement direction recognition are perfectly
adequate for obtaining pedestrian-related data at intersections.
Moreover, pedestrian traffic involvement introduces a lot
of uncertainty and complexity. The speed, physical volume,
and movement pattern of pedestrians are quite different from
those of vehicles. Pedestrians and vehicles can impede each
other’s movement, reducing the efficiency of traffic flow and
even causing some traffic accidents. How to strike a balance
between the two traffic flows, between safety and efficiency
remains to be settled in this context.
Another challenge comes from the multi-intersection scenario. An intuitive way to apply reinforcement learning to
traffic signal control is to rely on one agent to control the
traffic lights at all intersections [9]. The advantage of this is
that one agent can view global information and can optimize
the problem from a global perspective. However, such a framework is not well scalable. The state space and action space
are exponentially large, which is not applicable in practice
due to the real-time requirements of control. Although existing single-intersection optimization schemes are scalable, and
perform well in the single-intersection scenario, it is not guaranteed to be equally good in a multi-intersection environment.
Therefore, researchers have tried to extend single-intersection
schemes by introducing some collaborative mechanisms, such
as adding queue length in the neighboring intersections [5],
modeling relationship between neighboring intersections [10],
for achieving both scalability and efficiency at the same time
in multi-intersection scenarios.
In this paper, we combine the localization services of
6G and learning-based traffic signal control to achieve joint
control of pedestrian and vehicle traffic, seeking to reduce
the waiting time of pedestrians and vehicles, and improve
the traffic safety of multi-intersections. The key challenges
to solve this problem are: (1) What is special about pedestrian
traffic as opposed to vehicle traffic? (2) How can we exploit
these specialties to optimize the efficiency, safety, scalability
of traffic signal control in the multi-intersection scenario? To
answer these questions, we propose our traffic signal control
scheme: Pedestrian-Vehicle Traffic Signal Control (PV-TSC),
the contributions of our PV-TSC includes:
1) PV-TSC considers both pedestrian and vehicle traffic,
and designs a reinforcement learning scheme based on
different queuing behaviors of the traffic flow to effectively schedule the traffic signal for safe and efficient
travel.
2) The proposed method is decentralized, and has good
scalability to multi-intersections. Meanwhile, we extend
the “pressure” reward to pedestrian traffic flows, which
integrates information of neighboring intersections to the
local model efficiently.
3) We evaluate PV-TSC in the multi-intersections scenario
in SUMO, compared with some traditional methods,
and shows an edge in the multiple dimensions, such as
waiting time/travel time for vehicle and pedestrian traffic

Fig. 1.

Example of traffic intersection topology.

flows, safety score. Furthermore, we validate some of
our design choices in evaluations by comparing several
variants of our method.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
In this paper, we focus on traffic signal control in the case
of multiple intersections. In this section, we present some
definitions related to this research problem. Most of these
definitions are consistent with research in the field [11], but the
involvement of pedestrian flow introduces some differences.
We will use the intersection example in Fig. 1 to illustrate
these definitions and describe the problem.
A. Preliminaries
1) Vehicle Lane: A vehicle lane at an intersection is where
the vehicle traffic flow enters or leaves the intersection. A vehicle lane can be either an incoming lane or an outgoing lane.
It’s unidirectional. At the same moment, the width of a lane
can accommodate one vehicle.
2) Pedestrian Lane: Pedestrian lanes are places where
pedestrians walk. They can be divided into several types:
sidewalks, waiting corners, and crosswalks. Sidewalks are
parallel to the adjacent lanes. Waiting corners are where
pedestrians wait for green traffic signals. Crosswalks are where
the pedestrians cross the intersection, in that vehicles are
obliged to stop when someone has indicated their intent to
cross by waiting by the crossing. For pedestrian traffic flow,
pedestrian lanes are both incoming and outgoing, which is
bidirectional. Another difference between a vehicle lane and
a pedestrian lane is that the width of a pedestrian lane can
accommodate several pedestrians.
3) Lane Segment: A lane can be divided into several segments, different segments have different distances from the
intersection center and they don’t overlap with each other.
4) Traffic Movement: A travel movement (l, m) means a
travel of pedestrians or vehicles going from incoming lane l to
outgoing lane m. l ∈ L Ii , m ∈ L Oi , L Ii is the set of incoming
lanes in intersection i and L Oi is the set of outgoing lanes in
intersection i . In Fig. 1, directions of traffic movements are
shown as the white arrows in each incoming lane. Particularly,
the traffic movements of pedestrian lane is bidirectional.
5) Movement Signal: A movement signal ms(l, m) controls
the state of a traffic movement (l, m). As we experienced
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The pressure of vehicle lanes is the sum of pressures of all
vehicle traffic movements (lv , m v ), going from lv to m v , which
is defined as

w(lv , m v ),
(3)
Piveh =
(lv ,m v )

L Iiveh

Fig. 2.

Phase definition of the intersection shown in Fig. 1.

in our daily lives, a green movement signal means the corresponding movement is allowed and we can denote it as
ms(l, m) = 1. While a red movement signal prohibits the
corresponding movement, we denote it as ms(l, m) = 0. In this
paper, we only discuss the cases of driving on the right side
of the road. For the case of driving on the left, an analogous
conversion is possible. In addition, the traffic signal for the
right turn vehicle lane is always green, as it is in our real
lives.
6) Phase: A phase is a set of movement signals of traffic
movements as demonstrated in Fig. 2, it can be denoted as
pi = {(l, m)|ms(l, m) = 1}, where l ∈ L Ii and m ∈ L Oi .
In Fig. 2, the bidirectional arrows means the direction of
crosswalks. “E”, “S”, “W”, “N” indicate the locations of
crosswalks. Usually, each phase is combined of non-conflicted
permissible traffic movements, otherwise conflicted traffic
movements can easily block each other and cause congestion.
What’s more, traffic lights are controlled by changing the
sequence or duration of each phase, rather than flipping one
movement signal particularly.
7) All-Red Phase: An all-red phase means, all movement
signals for vehicle lanes and pedestrian lanes are red signals
in this phase.
8) Phase Sequence and Signal Plan: A phase sequence
defines the order of phase changes. A signal plan sets duration
for each phase in the phase sequence.
9) Cycle-Based Signal Plan: A cycle-based signal plan
means the phase will iterate in cyclic order, while the time
for each phase is not constant.
10) Pressure: The concept “pressure” was proposed by
Varaiya et al. [12]. It can be defined over traffic movements,
which indicates the difference between the traffic density of
incoming lanes and outgoing lanes. For a traffic movement
(l, m). We denote pressure as w(l, m), x(l) is the number of
vehicles on the vehicle lane l (or the number of pedestrians
for the pedestrian lane). x max (l) is the maximum number of
vehicles (pedestrians) a lane can accommodate. d(l) is the
density of the lane l, which is defined as
d(l) =

x(l)
.
x max (l)

(1)

The pressure w(l, m) is defined as
w(l, m) = d(l) − d(m).

(2)

where lv ∈
and m v ∈ L Oiveh , L Iiveh is the set of
incoming vehicle lanes in intersection i and L Oiveh is the set
of outgoing vehicle lanes in intersection i .
In the literature [13], it interprets pressure as the degree
of imbalance in the density of vehicles in the incoming and
outgoing lanes in that intersection. Here we extend the pressure
to pedestrian lanes. With pedestrian access, the sidewalks and
waiting corners are also inputs of the intersection, and we
should include it in the intersection pressure. The pressure of
the pedestrian lanes for all the pedestrian traffic movements
(l p , m p ) is defined as

ped
=
w(l p , m p ),
(4)
Pi
(l p ,m p )
ped

ped

ped

where l p ∈ L Ii
and L Oi , L Ii
is the set of incoming
ped
is the set of
pedestrian lanes in intersection i and L Oi
ped
outgoing pedestrian lanes in intersection i . Actually, L Ii
=
ped
L Oi since a pedestrian lane is bidirectional. Thus, the whole
pressure for the intersection is
Pi = α1 ∗ Piveh + α2 ∗ Pi

ped

,

(5)

where α1 and α2 are weighting factors.
Take the intersection in Fig. 3 as an example. Assume
the intersection identifier is i = 0, the maximum number
of pedestrians in the waiting corners lwc is x max (lwc ), the
maximum number of pedestrians on the sidewalks lsw is
x max (lsw ), and the maximum number of vehicles in the vehicle
lane lv is x max (lv ). There are 3 vehicles and 2 pedestrians
in the incoming lanes, 1 vehicle and 3 pedestrians in the
outgoing lanes. Thus, P0veh = xmax3(lv ) − xmax1(lv ) = xmax2(lv ) and
ped

P0 = xmax2(lwc ) − xmax3(lsw ) . For crosswalks, their contributions
to the overall pressure is 0, since their incoming and outgoing
lanes are at the same intersection. Thus, the whole pressure
for the intersection in Fig. 3 is P0 = α1 ∗ xmax2(lv ) + α2 ∗
( xmax2(lwc ) − xmax3(lsw ) ).
11) Safety Score: The safety score is to quantify the degree
of an intersection’s safety. Considering non-compliance of
pedestrians, we define the safety score Si as the number of
jaywalking pedestrians (those who do not obey the traffic
signal schedule) in the intersection i .
Si = #(jaywalking pedestrians)

(6)

A pedestrian signal permits a pedestrian to begin crossing
a street during the green movement signal. Pedestrians are
usually considered to be “jaywalking” only if they enter the
crosswalk some other time. Therefore, the higher the safety
score, the higher the probability pedestrian-vehicle accidents
happen in the intersection.
All the definitions and notations used in the paper can be
referred to in Table I.
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Fig. 3.

The description of “pressure” concept.
TABLE I
N OTATIONS AND D EFINITIONS

Usually a single-agent reinforcement problem is modeled
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The generalization
of MDP to the multi-agent case is the stochastic game
(SG). A stochastic game is defined by a tuple  =<
S, T F, A, R, O, N, γ >, where S, T F, A, R, O, N, γ are the
sets of states, transition probability functions, joint actions,
reward functions, private observations, number of agents and
a discount factor respectively. The definitions are given as
follows:
1) N: N agents identified by i ∈ I = {1, . . . N}.
2) S, O: At each time step t, agent i draws observation
oit ∈ O correlated with the true environment state s t ∈ S
according to the observation function S × I → S.
3) T F, A: Agent i ’s action set Ai is defined as a group
of phases. At time step t, each agent takes an action
ait ∈ Ai , forming a joint action a t = a1t , . . . , a tN , which
induces a transition in the environment according to the
state transition function


T F s t +1 | s t , a t : S × A1 × · · · × A N → (S)
where (S) denotes the space of state distributions.
4) R: In a stochastic game setting, the reward an agent
obtains is also influenced by the actions of other agents.
Therefore, at time t, each agent i obtains rewards rit by
a reward function


Ri sit , ait : S × A1 × · · · × A N → R
5) γ : Intuitively, the joint actions have long-term effects
on the environment. Each agent i chooses an action
following a certain policy
πi , aiming to maximize its

j r t + j , where the discount
total reward, G t := ∞
γ
j =0
i
factor γ ∈ [0, 1] controls the importance of immediate
rewards versus future rewards.
1) Multi-Intersection Traffic Signal Control Problem: For
a network with multiple intersections, agents are defined as
signal controllers of N intersections in the environment. The
goal of the traffic signal agents controlled with reinforcement
learning is to learn the optimal policy for each agent, as well as
to optimize the traffic conditions of the global traffic network.
At each time point t, each agent i observes part of the
environment as an observation oit . The agent will predict the
next action ait to be taken. In the real world, Ai is mostly
predetermined, i.e., traffic signals can only change in a few
phases. These actions will be executed in the environment and
generate a reward rit , where the reward can be defined at the
level of a single intersection or a set of intersections in the
environment.
III. PV-TSC D ESIGN

B. Problem Definition
The problem we focus on is the multi-intersection traffic
signal control problem. By controlling the traffic lights in
the whole road network, we aim to reduce the travel time of
pedestrians and vehicles, as well as lowering the risks (safety
score). In this paper, we resort to the multi-agent reinforcement
framework to solve the problem.

In this section, we firstly introduce the design of PV-TSC.
And then, we discuss the feasibility and justification of
the design from several aspects, including the difference
between the pedestrian and vehicular traffic, and how we
optimize the safety and efficiency of our method in the
state, action, reward design in the distributed agent premise.
Furthermore, the learning process of the agent will be
detailed.
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A. Agent Design
The reinforcement learning method we adopted in PV-TSC
is DQN [14]. Previously it was designed to play the Atari
games. Many recent studies in this field [4], [15], [16] have
applied it to the traffic signal control problem, and some of
them have proved the practicality of DQN. Each DQN agent in
our method controls one intersection. Next, we will elaborate
on the definition for the state, action, and reward definition for
our DQN agent.
1) State: At each time step t, the agent will observe the
state in the road network, quantify them with an observation
function and get observation oit , then combine them as the
state. The state of our DQN agent is composed of several parts,
including the pedestrian state, vehicle state, and the current
phase pi .
For the vehicle state, it includes the density of vehicles
d(lv ( j )) on each road segment of incoming lanes, lv ∈ L Iiveh ,
lv ( j ) is the j -th segment of lane lv . By default, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and each vehicle lane is divided into 3 segments of the same
length.
For the pedestrian state, it includes the number of queuing
pedestrians on each waiting corners d(lwc ), lwc ∈ L wc
i , the
number of pedestrians on the crosswalk d(lcw ), lcw ∈ L cw
i ,
the density of 3 sidewalk d(lsw ( j )) ∈ L Iisw , j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Assuming the length of crosswalk is length cw and the length
of waiting corners is length wc , walking speed of pedestrians
is v ped , minimum green time is gmin (minimum time for
pedestrian to pass through the crosswalk). The length of the
first sidewalk segment is defined as:
length lsw (1) = gmin ∗ v ped − length cw − length wc ,

(7)

while the length of the other two segments equally divide the
rest of the length.
Finally the state definition of DQN is < {d(lv ( j ))},
{d(lwc )}, {d(lcw )}, {d(lsw ( j ))}, pi >.
2) Action: Previous vehicle traffic signal control related
researches have not dealt with the crosswalk lane. Commonly,
there are several action types for traffic signal control: setting
the phase duration, setting the phase duration ratio (fixed
cycle time), keeping or changing the current phase, or directly
choosing the next phase.
Firstly, we define each phase for the intersection. Take the
intersection in Fig. 1 for example, the four regular phases are
shown in Fig. 4. They will iterate in a cyclic order. Besides
4 non-conflicted phases, we add an all-red phase considering
much larger pedestrian flows and intersection emergencies.
Specifically, we insert an all-red phase between each two
regular phases. Assume the pi (k) is the k-th phase in regular
phases and pr is the all-red phase. Thus the phase sequence
for intersection in Fig. 1 is pi (1) → pr → pi (2) → pr →
pi (3) → pr → pi (4) → pr → pi (1) → . . .
Furthermore, we adopt the keep and change action type.
When phases operate in cyclic order, each phase except the
all-red phase, will last at least for a duration of Tg seconds (allred phase duration is Tr ). When the time for the current phase
runs out, the agent will decide on whether to keep the current
phase and operate for another Tr . If ait = 0, the traffic light

Fig. 4.

Definition for four regular phases of intersection i.

will keep the traffic light in the last phase, else ait = 1 enter
the next phase in the phase sequence mentioned above. The
action space Ai = {0, 1}. The agent is in charge of the decision
of keeping or changing. The detailed workflow is shown in
Algorithm 1.
3) Reward: The reward for one intersection agent is defined
as weighted sum of the vehicle pressure Piveh , pedestrian
ped
pressure Pi
and safety score Si . α1 , α2 , α3 are weighting
factors.
rit = −|α1 ∗ Piveh + α2 ∗ Pi

ped

| − α3 ∗ Si

(8)

It is noted that in the all-red phase, the pedestrians on the
crosswalks are not counted in the safety score. Intuitively,
the less pressure in the system, the larger throughput of
the intersection. The fewer jay-crossing pedestrians on the
crosswalk less likely will pedestrian-vehicle accidents happen.
B. Design Philosophy
To prove the effectiveness of PV-TSC design, we explain
our design philosophy, and justify some designs for the safety
and efficiency concerns of traffic signal control.
1) State Comprehensively Modeling the Traffic: The state
definition actually means what information we should provide
for the agent. Lack of information may prevent the agent from
estimating the value and performing the best action. Hence, the
chosen state features should describe the environment comprehensively. But more does not mean better, too complicated features may confuse and prolong the training process. Enhanced
deep neural networks can be powerful enough to extract these
useful features, but the unstable training process may not lead
to performance improvement, and the longer computation time
violates the real-time requirement of the traffic signal control
system. What’s more, a larger computation overhead puts more
burden on the hardware resources. Thus, a reasonable design
of state is necessary.
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Algorithm 1 Keep and Change Action Workflow
agenti is the DQN agent for intersection i .
Tr is the all-red phase duration.
Tg is the regular phase duration.
pr is the all-red phase, pi (k) is the k-th regular phase of
intersection i .
phasesi ← [ pi (1), pr , pi (2), pr , pi (3), pr , pi (4), pr ]
t←0
tl ← Tg
pcur = 0
while tr ue do
if tl == 0 then
Observe state sit
Query the action ait of the current state to the agenti
if ait == 0 then
pnext ← pcur
else
pnext ← ( pcur + 1) mod si ze( phasesi )
end if
pcur ← pnext
if phasesi [ pcur ] is all-red phase then
tl ← Tr
else
tl ← Tg
end if
end if
tl ← tl − 1
t =t +1
end while
The choice of state features is motivated by several reasons.
Firstly, previous studies [17] have proved that the number
of vehicles on each lane and the current phase have fully
described the system dynamics, which are simple and comprehensive. While some information such as waiting time without
bound may cause a large state space and tend to interfere with
the training process. We follow this idea [17] in our design,
and thus the state of PV-TSC is also composed of the number
of vehicles on each lane segment. Secondly, the different
definitions for pedestrians attribute to our two observations on
different queuing behaviors of pedestrians. 1) Due to a larger
physical length of vehicles, the vehicle queue is usually much
longer than pedestrian queue. 2) Besides, the acceleration time
for pedestrians is much smaller than that of vehicles. A vehicle
may have to wait for the vehicle ahead of it to speed up, which
can take up several seconds. While for the pedestrian queue,
the time for pedestrians to accelerate nearly costs no more than
a second. These phenomena lead to the result that the queue
in pedestrian lane can drain out much faster than the queue in
vehicle lane. Based on the above observations, we take into
consideration the number of pedestrians in the first segment
of the sidewalk, because these pedestrians are most likely to
cross the crosswalk within the duration of a phase.
To further theoretically support our design, we can justify
it by proving that the state has the Markov property and
the state transition can be formulated as a Markov chain.
That is to say, s t only depends on the s t −1 and the control

policy. Furthermore, we can justify that the reward can actually
minimizes the travel time.
Wei et al. [13] has demonstrated that a evolution equation
of the x(l)(t), which is the number of vehicles on lane l in
time step t. We can treat one bidirectional pedestrian lane
as two overlapped unidirectional pedestrian lanes, where the
same evolution equation applies as well. In original equation, x(l, m)(t) means the number of vehicles leaving lane
l and entering lane m at time step t. With pedestrian access,
x(l, m)(t) changes its meaning, which stands for the number
of vehicles or pedestrians that leave lane l and enter m at time
step t. The modified evolution equation 9 is shown below.
x(l, m)(t + 1)
= x(l, m)(t)

min[c(k, l) · a(k, l)(t), x(k, l)(t)] · r (l, m)
+
k∈Inl



receiving traffic

−min{c(l, m) · a(l, m)(t), x(l, m)(t)} · 1 (x(m) ≤ x max (m))

discharging traffic

(9)
In this equation, c(l, m) means the discharging rate, which
is a non-negative and bounded value. r (l, m) is the turning
ratio, meaning the proportion of vehicles changing from lane
l to lane m, I nl means the set of lanes which are the incoming
lanes of lane l. a(l, m)(t) = ait , the action for traffic movement
(l, m) is consistent with the action ait of the entire intersection.
Because a(l, m)(t) is a function of x(l, m)(t), from the equation, we can further infer that x(l, m)(t + 1) depends on the
only random variable x(k, l)(t), which indicates the iterative
process is Markov chain. The probabilities of transition depend
on the control policy a(l, m)(t). In this way, we ensure the
Markov property of the state of PV-TSC.
2) Action Improving Intersection Safety and RL
Training: The special consideration for pedestrian
participation is that we add an all-red phase when traffic
signals switch between regular phases. The reason is that
during switches, the pedestrians may still be walking on the
crosswalk. Some pedestrians may be non-compliant, who take
a chance to cross the crosswalk in the last seconds during
the green signal. In order to ensure the safe crossing of these
pedestrians, the agent can extend one or more all-red phases.
Another consideration is the keep and change action type.
One crucial benefit for keep and change action type is that
the action space is relatively small, which greatly simplifies and stabilizes the learning process. On the other hand,
the cyclic signal plan makes pedestrians and vehicle drivers
ready and clear about the signal plan, and prepare for their
next steps in advance. Since reinforcement learning relies on
hyper-parameters to train, the cycle-based signal plan reduces
the risk that pedestrians can keep waiting infinitely. With the
two considerations mentioned above, PV-TSC can adapt the
all-red phase duration dynamically based on the intersection
state.
3) Reward Achieving Scalability, Balancing Safety and Efficiency: Since we adopt the distributed design, i.e., each
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Algorithm 2 Experience Collector
D is the replay memory
Q is the action-value function approximated by an neural
network with weights θ
for episode = 1 . . . M do
observe the state si1
for t = 1 . . . T do
With probability  select a random action ait
otherwise select ait = maxa Q ∗ (st , a; θ )
Execute action ait
Observe reward rit and state sit +1

Store transition sit , ait , rit , sit +1 to D
end for
end for
Fig. 5.

DQN learning process.

agent is responsible for one intersection, the scalability of our
method should be guaranteed. Thus, we optimize the reward
design to realize both the efficiency and safety of our method.
Though the objective of traffic signal control is to optimize
travel time, we cannot directly adopt it. Because the travel
time is a delayed signal for the reinforcement learning agent,
it cannot be measured immediately when the whole trip has
not been finished. Thus, the reward function usually comprises
other factors, such as queue length, waiting time, and so on.
Presslight [13] theoretically proves that “pressure” can lead
reinforcement learning agents to achieve good performance,
we follow this idea and extend it to the pedestrian traffic
scenario.
We can show the advantages of our methods from the
perspectives of the safety and efficiency concerns: For the
justification of pressure, Chen et al. [18] have proved that
the max-pressure control policy with the weighted pressure
(for pedestrian and vehicle traffic flow) is stabilizing, which
means the queue lengths of each lane will remain bounded
in expectation. Equivalently, the control policy is throughput
optimal. DQN agent always chooses the action that maximizes
the reward (including pressure), so it tries to optimize the
throughput for the intersection as well. For the safety score
part, when traffic signals enter a regular phase from the allred phase, the pedestrians walking on the crosswalk will be
regarded as jaywalking pedestrians, thus less reward the agent
may gain. In this way, the safety score part encourages the
agent extending the all-red phase when pedestrians are still
walking on crosswalks. However, the agent should balance
between the safety issue and efficiency issue in this situation.

The experience collector will observe states, execute
actions,
 and computereward. The collector records the transition sit , ait , rit , sit +1 , and stores it in the experience replay
memory D. Meanwhile, when executing each action, the agent
will adopt -greedy algorithm [19]. The agent will follow the
greedy strategy with probability 1 −  and selects a random
action with probability . The detailed execution steps can be
referred in Algorithm 2.
The Q-network updater will randomly sample the experience batches from the replay memory D, then it computes the
target yi for iteration i . Finally, θ will be updated based on
the equation 10.


∇θi L i (θi ) = Es,a∼ρ(·);s ∼E r + γ max Q s , a ; θi−1
a


−Q (s, a; θi ) ∇θi Q (s, a; θi )
(10)
The reason for proposing the experience collector and the
Q-network updater is that we can use multi-processes to
achieve distributed learning. In this way, we can accelerate
collecting the experiences and the learning process.
The detailed update algorithm can be referred to in
Algorithm 3. It is noted that the terminal state means the
intersection is empty (no vehicle and no pedestrians on each
lane) in our traffic signal control problem.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct some experiments to evaluate our
proposed method, PV-TSC. We will introduce the settings of
experiments, evaluation metrics, and some compared methods.
Performance comparison between different methods will be
demonstrated in this section as well.

C. Learning Process

A. Experiment Setup

The design of the agent above describes the definitions of
basic elements for DQN agent. Based on these definitions,
DQN agent will try to learn from the collected experiences
and estimate the Q value for each <state, action> pairs. The
framework of DQN agent is shown in Fig. 5. The learning
process consists of two parts: the experience collector and the
Q-network updater.

1) Simulation Platform Settings: The simulation platform
is SUMO (Simulation of Urban MObility) [20], which is
a widely-used and open-source traffic simulation package.
Leveraging SUMO, we can define the road network topology,
generate traffic flows and control the traffic signals.
About road network topology, we investigated several cases:
3 × 3 intersection, 1 × 4 intersection, 4 × 4 intersection,
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TABLE II
C ONFIGURATION OF E VALUATIONS

Algorithm 3 Q-Network Updater
D is the replay memory
Q is the action-value function approximated by an neural
network with weights θ
for episode = 1 . . . M do
for t = 1 . . . T do


Sample random batch of transitions sit , ait , rit , sit +1
from D⎧
t +1
t
⎪
⎨ ri , (for terminalsi )

Set yt = rit + γ maxa Q sit +1 , a ; θ
⎪
⎩
(for non-terminal sit +1 )
Perform
a gradient
descent
step on


2
yt − Q sit , ait ; θ
according to equation 10
end for
end for
as shown in Fig. 6. They are marked as road type a, b, c,
respectively. The road speed limit for vehicle lanes is 45km/ h
and the default speed for pedestrians is 1m/s. The length of
each vehicle lane and sidewalk is 500 meters. The length of
crosswalks is 20 meters, which means the minimum time for
pedestrians to cross the intersection is 20 seconds. To ensure
that pedestrians can cross the intersection safely, phase time
for each regular phase should be larger than 20 seconds.
About the traffic flow generation settings, we use the
randomTrips tool in SUMO, which can generate pedestrian
and vehicle traffic routes in binomial distribution. We can
control the arrival rates of the traffic. For each route, its start
point and end point are also random in the road network.
Based on the environmental settings and traffic routes
settings, we define several different configurations, including
arrival rates for traffic flows, simulation duration, volume ratio
tra f f ic volumeveh
(volume r ati o = tra
f f ic volume ped , the ratio of traffic volume
of vehicles to the traffic volume of pedestrians), simulation
start time and end time, as shown in the Table II. We will let
this method run for 3600 time steps and then start to compute
some relevant metrics afterwards, since we cannot start from a
empty intersection in reality. In addition, a green light signal
is always followed by a 3-seconds yellow light signal. This
applies to all methods in experiments.
2) Compared Methods: We compare our method with some
traditional methods and our proposed method’s variants. All
methods are carefully tuned in our settings, to optimize the
travel time for all traffic flows.
• Fixed Time Control: Fixed Time Control means the phase
duration for each regular phase is set to a fixed time.

In our experiments, the phase duration for each regular
phase is set as 20 seconds, the same as the minimum
green time.
• Max Pressure [12]: Max Pressure is a distributed traffic
signal control method without a priori knowledge for
vehicle traffic. It proposes the “pressure” definition and
chooses the phase with maximum pressure. The method is
analytically proven to maximize the network throughput.
• Webster’s method [21]: Webster’s method is one of the
most widely used and classic traffic signal control methods. It has a closed-form solution to a single intersection
scenario given some prior knowledge, including saturation rate, traffic volume, and etc. It generates an optimal
cycle length and signal plan that minimizes the travel time
for vehicles.
• SOTL (Self-Organizing Traffic Light Control) [22]: SOTL
is also a single-intersection solution. It takes traffic
waiting time and queue length into consideration. The
traffic signal change when some statistics exceed a certain
threshold, which is a hyper-parameter.
• Max W Pressure: Max W Pressure is a modified version
of Max Pressure method mentioned above. In this modified version, the pressure definition is changed from the
original vehicle pressure to the whole pressure.
Furthermore, we design two variants of our proposed
method as listed below:
• PV-TSC Variant 1: In this variant, the information about
pedestrian lane is removed in state definition, the all-red
phase will not appear in the phase sequence, safety score
part and pedestrian pressure do not exist in in reward.
This variant is similar to PressLight [13] for vehicle traffic
signal control.
• PV-TSC Variant 2: In this variant, the all-red phase and
safety score part in reward are removed. This variant is
aimed to optimize the traveling efficiency only.
3) Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate the performance of
those methods from the following three metrics.
• Vehicle/Pedestrian travel time: The travel time for
vehicles/pedestrians is the average time that vehicles/pedestrians spend when finishing the whole trip.
• Vehicle/Pedestrian queue length: The queue length for
vehicles/pedestrians is the average queue length in vehicle/pedestrian lanes.
• Safety score: As defined in the preliminary section,
it reflects the degree of emergency. We average the
safety score of all time steps and all intersections in our
evaluations.
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Fig. 6.

9

Road network topology for evaluations, including (a) 3 × 3 network, (b) 1 × 4 network, (c) 4 × 4 network.
TABLE III
PARAMETER S ETTINGS OF PV-TSC

4) PV-TSC Parameter Settings: We adopt a full-connected
layer network with 3 hidden layers in our experiments, which
is not computationally intensive and has enough representational power in this scenario. Other parameters settings of
PV-TSC is shown in Table III.
B. Performance Analysis
1) Comparison With Traditional Methods: We evaluate the
traditional methods and our proposed PV-TSC in configuration 1. The evaluation results are shown in the Table IV.
In Table IV, among all the evaluated methods, our proposed
method PV-TSC has an advantage over other methods in all
the evaluated metrics. The reduction for travel time is approximately about 40% (vehicle) and 13% (pedestrian) versus Fixed
Time control. Closer inspection of the table can lead us to
find that actually, the reduction of travel time is close to the
reduction of waiting time. The reduction for waiting time is
more prominent, about 60% for the vehicle traffic and 45%
for pedestrian traffic. Though pedestrian and vehicle routes
are generated using the same algorithm, the average waiting
time for pedestrians is larger than that of vehicles. The reason
is that the pedestrians sometimes cross the intersection to the
diagonal and cross two crosswalks. Therefore the waiting time
is larger. Table IV also reveals that Max Pressure has the
longest pedestrian waiting time, which can be attributed to its
unfixed phase sequence. Compared with Max Pressure, other
cycle-based signal plans can ensure there is no infinite waiting
and thus has better performance. The performance of the
modified version Max W Pressure has been greatly improved
because the definition of whole pressure takes pedestrians into
account. As for the safety score, because the Max Pressure
has a larger pedestrian travel time, the traffic signal control
efficiency of pedestrian traffic is at disadvantage. In other
words, the pedestrian traffic is larger than that in other cases,
which may contribute more to safety score.

Fig. 7.

Pressure for PV-TSC and its variants.

2) Comparison With Variants of PV-TSC: To further validate the effectiveness of our PV-TSC design, we compare
the PV-TSC with the two variants mentioned above. The
corresponding evaluations are PV-TSC and two variants (Variant 1 and Variant 2) in configuration 1. Variant 1 is aimed
to optimize the vehicle travel time while ignoring pedestrian travel time and safety issues, thus the performances of
pedestrian-related travel time, waiting time, safety score are
in inferior positions as shown in Table IV. Variant 2 removes
the safety consideration and show an edge over Variant 1 in
pedestrian travel time and waiting time, but the safety score
of Variant 2 is still large. In Fig. 7, we show the average
intersection pressure of two types of traffic. Lower pressure
indicates better performance. Variant 1 shows an advantage
in vehicle pressure and falls short in pedestrian pressure.
Variant 2 shows good performance in both two types of
pressure as it is aimed to optimize both. PV-TSC adds safety
concerns, thus the performance is degraded compared with
Variant 2. To conclude, the complete PV-TSC shows good
performance in overall, and demonstrates the efficiency and
safety of our design from the side.
3) Comparison in Different Configuration Settings: We
evaluate the performance of PV-TSC in terms of different traffic networks and volume ratios, for extensively demonstrating
the superiority of our method.
Different network topologies: We compare the simulation
results for different road network types. The corresponding experiments are evaluated in the 1, 2, 3 configuration in
Table II. The traffic volume increases accordingly with the
number of intersections. First, we plot the queue lengths over
time in Fig. 8 for different road network types. We intercepted
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TABLE IV
E VALUATION R ESULTS OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS U NDER D IFFERENT C ONFIGURATIONS

V. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Traffic Signal Control With Reinforcement Learning

Fig. 8.

Queue length versus time in different road network topology.

a time period [6800, 6900] in the simulation. The queue length
at an intersection is the sum of waiting vehicles and waiting
pedestrians. To make a fair comparison, the results are further
averaged by the number of intersections. The solid line in the
graph indicates the mean queue length, and the light-colored
area around it indicates the variance. From the curves and areas
in the figure, we can tell that the queue lengths are relatively
stable. More importantly, there is no significant separation of
the queue length curves and areas for the three types of road
networks, which demonstrates the scalability of our distributed
approach when applied to road networks of different sizes.
Different volume ratios: To compare the results in different
volume ratios, we set two extra environmental configurations
4 and 5 in Table II: one with larger vehicle traffic, the
other with larger pedestrian traffic. They correspond to the
downtown area (larger pedestrian traffic) and suburbs (larger
vehicle traffic). From the results, we can conclude with some
insights: 1) With a constant total traffic volume, the more the
share of a single type of traffic, the more its waiting time
and travel time. As shown in Table IV, the waiting time and
travel time in configuration 6 (PV-TSC with larger pedestrian
traffic share) increases compared to configuration 1. 2) With
a larger traffic volume, the waiting time and travel time of
both two types of traffic increase. We doubled the pedestrian
traffic volume and keep the vehicle traffic volume constant in
configuration 4 compared to configuration 1, resulting in an
increase in travel time for both waiting times and travel times.
The correlation between the two is also illustrated from the
side. 3) What’s more, the performance gap in different traffic
ratios is within acceptable limits, which shows the stability
and robustness of our PV-TSC method.

Classical algorithms in the past usually modeled the traffic
control problem as an optimization problem with multiple
prior assumptions on the model that one needs to specify
manually. However, when the assumptions do not match with
the reality, the performance of the model degrades.
Researchers need methods that do not rely on realistic
priori assumptions, so many studies resort to reinforcement
learning. What these approaches have in common is that
they quantify some information about the road, pass it to the
model, and the model makes judgments based on the quantified
information to manipulate the changes in the traffic signals.
With the development of deep learning, deep reinforcement
learning came into being, and deep learning models have given
reinforcement learning a stronger ability to fit state-action pair
value.
Many studies in traffic signal control using reinforcement
learning exist, you can refer to the survey [23]. To describe the
intersection environment and approximate objective (optimization objective), researchers have used queue length, waiting
time, travel speed as state or reward. For the action, the
literature has practiced several schemes: pick a phase, control
the phase time or ratio, keep or change. The learning methods
can be divided into value-based and policy-based. Value-based
methods are to approximate the state-value function or stateaction pair value. Policy-based method directly update policy
parameters to maximize the objective return. Some techniques
in other related areas are also adopted. With the success of
image feature extraction in computer vision, some studies [15],
[24], [25] draw on the this idea and use 2D density image to
represent state. However, some researchers [13], [17] argue
that the complicated state features and reward do not necessarily bring good performance. Reference [10] adopted graph
neural network in reinforcement learning to facilitate communication between neighboring intersections. Reference [26]
used the demonstrations in traditional traffic signal control to
accelerate learning, which is similar to behavior cloning and
mastering.
B. Traffic Signal Control With Pedestrian Access
Some previous studies [27], [28] examine the trade-offs and
relationship between pedestrian and vehicle traffic flows.
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Other research related to pedestrians mainly focus on
improving the intersection efficiency, reducing the travel time
for the two traffic flows. Most of research use mathematical programming approaches [29], [30], meta-heuristic algorithms [31]–[34] solve the traffic signal control problem.
Most of these works pay attention to the single-intersection
optimization, which may not apply to the multi-intersection
scenario. On the other hand, For multiple intersection scenarios, most solutions adopt centralized algorithms, which
may not scale well and lack timely feedback on intersection
situations.
Some work consider the safety issue of pedestrians. References [35] and [36] indicate that the coordination of traffic signals can improve intersection safety. Reference [37]
consider to reduce the accident rate by adding an dynamic
all-red phase, the duration of which depends on the number
of non-compliant pedestrians. References [31] and [32] add
an exclusive pedestrian phase (EPP) based on the original
signal plan to accommodate the pedestrian traffic. All the
mentioned approaches to solve the safety problem use heuristic
algorithms (e.g., genetic algorithms) that may not dynamically
adjust to real-time traffic conditions.
Reinforcement
learning
is
also
practiced
in
pedestrian-vehicle mixed flows in [5]. In their solution,
distributed multi-agent Q learning is adopted, with neighboring
intersections states and information exchange taken into
account.
C. 6G Localization and Tracking
Previously, vehicle location detection have been investigated
thoroughly even in complicated urban environments [38]. The
latency and bandwidth of 6G [39] also fully meets transmission requirements in traffic signal control. For the pedestrian
localization and detection, new technologies of 6G create new
opportunities. In 6G white paper on sensing and localization [40], 6G aim to develop towards even higher frequency
ranges, wider bandwidths, and massive antenna arrays. In turn,
this will enable sensing solutions with very fine range, Doppler
and angular resolutions, as well as localization to cm-level
degree of accuracy. Recent study [8] proposed KEF, which
can track position and velocity of the UE (User Equipment),
with measurements of the angle of arrival and time of flight
information obtained along an outdoor track, to provide a
mean accuracy of 24.8 cm at 142 GHz, over 34 UE locations,
using a single base station in line-of-sight and non-line-ofsight. Therefore, combing the traffic signal control and 6G
localization and tracking is promising.
Most of the previous studies have considered only the
vehicle traffic flow, because the information of vehicles can
be easily obtained by some sensor data. Since the travel lane
is one-way, the direction of car movement can be known by
observing which road the car is on. But these are difficult to
measure and obtain for pedestrian traffic. Pedestrian lanes are
two-way and people are smaller in size, which is difficult to be
accurately detected and recognized by ordinary sensors. Many
previous traffic signal control studies with pedestrian traffic are
mostly based on visual techniques, such as using camera for
pedestrian recognition, pose estimation, etc. But the drawback
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of visual techniques is that the recognition accuracy decreases
when encountering visual obstruction or blurred lens. The 6G
wireless localization and tracking technology compensates for
this shortcoming by providing stable and accurate pedestrian
tracking and localization, thus providing a reliable base service
for pedestrian-related traffic signal control.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the PV-TSC, which controls the
traffic signals to coordinate the pedestrian traffic and vehicle
traffic with the assistance of reinforcement learning and 6G
positioning services. Our further evaluations demonstrate that
PV-TSC ensures scalability and improves the safety and efficiency of intersection transportation.
We still admit some limitations of our works. PV-TSC asks
for parameter tuning due to the shortcomings of reinforcement
learning tuning work. What’s more, It s difficult to rank the
importance of safety score, vehicle travel time, pedestrian
travel time. From this point, our work can be further improved
using methods such as the multi-objective deep reinforcement
learning method [41].
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